
 
 

 
Nigerian Institute of Management 

 

JUNE 2022 NIM-NYSC EXAMINATION TIME & INSTRUCTIONS 
 

June 2022 NIM-NYSC Examination is scheduled to hold as follows:  
 

DATE:    Saturday, June 18, 2022  
MODE OF EXAM:  ONLINE 
TIME:    Any two (2) hours between 8a.m – 6p.m 
 

 Deadline for Examination Registration is 6th June, 2022. 

 Candidates are required to complete their registration for the examination online, print 
their photocard and study materials from www.nimportal.ng/nmap 

 Request for deferment of examination can only be done on or before the deadline as 
stated above and it attracts a fee of ₦5,000. There will NOT be any deferment after the 
examination registration deadline.  Candidates can only defer their examinations to the 
next diet. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

1. Candidates should note that the examination will be conducted ONLINE.  
 

2. To take the online exam, you would have received your candidate login details (Username and 
Password) via your registered email. Please note that email regarding your log in details will be 
sent to you a week before the examination. 

 

3. Candidates will be allowed to take the examination by logging in to the examination portal 
with their user name (Your Examination Number) and password (password will be sent to your 
registered email), ONLY ONCE within the hours stated above.  

 

4. Candidates must use only the electronic gadget(s) prescribed by the Institute for the 
examination. Prescribed gadgets for the examination include Smart Phones (android), 
Desktop Computers and Laptops. 

 

5. Candidates must ensure they have strong internet connectivity and at least 500MB of data to 
avoid loss of internet connectivity during the examination.  

 

6. Candidates must be aware that they will NOT be allowed to do any other thing on their device 
once logged in for the examination. Our embedded anti-malpractice software will 
automatically terminate your examination immediately you are detected to navigate pages or 
circumvent the examination rules and regulations. PLEASE BE WARNED. 

 

7. Candidates should note that the examination will be monitored by the Institute’s virtual test 
engine. Therefore, candidates MUST adhere strictly to the rules and regulations of the online 
examination. Any form of examination malpractice will lead to cancelation of result.  

 
8. Nigerian Institute of Management (Chartered) reserves the right to change examination dates, 

venue and mode of examination. 
 

Helplines:  KEMI on 08052597217, CLEMENT on 09058690414, DOYIN on 08052597251,       
OSATO on 08052597214. 

http://www.nimportal.ng/nmap

